GLOBAL LIFT EQUIPMENT

CASE STUDIES
GLE is one of the major Spanish lift companies and one of Europe’s most experienced lift manufacturer.

Our essential activity covers the design, manufacture and installation of lift equipment.

We are pioneers in the design and manufacture of lift equipment, beating the multinationals for non-standard projects all around the world.
On September 2014 one of our best clients presented us a new challenge, which was to supply a hydraulic 10.650kg arts lift for one of the most important museums in the world.
Case Studies
Victoria & Albert Museum in London

The 10,650kg lift travels at 0.5m/s, serves 4 floors and 16.4m.

Bucher 3-phase telescopic piston hydraulic equipment.

The car is 6,600 (w) X 3,000 (d) X 3,500 (h) mm.

The doors are 5,615 (w) X 3,100 (h) mm Bolton shutter gates.
Case Studies
Victoria & Albert Museum in London

After it was carefully designed, the overall manufacture took 12 weeks and the result is a top quality equipment, ready to safely transport large art pieces for the world to see.

Check our Special Lifts video
Case Studies
1-2 Welbeck Street Triplex

A prestigious office building from the 1960’s, located in West End London, required a modernisation which would include triplex control lifts, one of them being an adjacent entrance, fire fighting lift.
Case Studies
1-2 Welbeck Street Triplex

We were able to fit 1,000kg MRL lifts, which travel almost 30m at 1.6m/s.

The Fire Fighting, open adjacent lift serves 17 entrances on 9 floors.

Doors are Selcom Wittur, and the cars have bespoke finishes.
The triplex lifts work smoothly with Altamira controllers, serving offices of multinational companies.
Case Studies
Here East IBC Building Duplex

Located at the centre of East London’s most dynamic neighbourhood, the Here East Technology Innovation Centre has required two props lifts for its auditorium.
Case Studies
Here East IBC Building Duplex

- 2x 6,000kg hydraulic lifts, with through entrance.
- 0.62m/s, 4 stops-11m travel & 5 stops-13m travel.
- Cars are 3,180 (w) X 6,200 (d) X 3,600 (h) mm.
- Doors are Selcom Wittur 3,000 (w) X 3,500 (h) mm
The finished product is a robust and high quality duplex, destined to carry stage props.
Case Studies
Castilla Walkway Panoramic lifts

Two MRL panoramic lifts help connect two busy streets in Santander, Spain. They are part of a walkway that goes over a park and the city railway tracks.
Case Studies

Castilla Walkway Panoramic lifts

- The 1,600kg lifts travel 30m at 1.6m/s.
- They have air conditioning system and Special car-to-car passenger rescue system.
- The entire mechanical system, including roping and guide rails, is galvanised and weatherproof.
- Complete design and manufacture took 20 weeks.
High Quality Components

We manufacture our products with the best components in the market.
Contact us:

- **Address:**
  Global Lift Equipment
  Polígono de Raos
  Parcela 6-D Maliaño
  39600 SPAIN
- **Telephone:**
  +34 942 354 214
- **Email address:**
  info@gle.com.es
- **Website:**
  www.gle-lifts.com